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ad words ai words aw words ch words 

had wait raw march 

mad rain law search 

dad fail saw patch 

bad jail draw such 

sad maid lawn much 

lad rail straw child 

grad trail shawl chop 

keypad paint prawn chat 

glad grain dawn chess 

salad drain bawl chew 

ck words ea words er words ew words 

check spread dreamer brew 

quick sweat thinker few 

snack deaf speaker flew 

quack bread teacher chew 

dock head singer stew 

stack leaf worker grew 

track meal server sewer 

thick read dryer renew 

duck heal paper news 

neck leap safer drew 
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ft words gh/ph words lt words ly words 

sift laugh salt softly 

loft tough melt sadly 

craft rough wilt gladly 

left enough felt weekly 

gift graph belt badly 

drift triumph bolt madly 

shift phrase jolt loudly 

soft paragraph built daily 

often phew colt only 

after phonics volt apply 

mp words nd words nk words ol words 

camp wind blank told 

clamp land honk sold 

jump sand trunk cold 

bump mind thank fold 

thump send wink jolt 

stamp bend prank idol 

swamp island think bolt 

shrimp around drink color 

empty tend plank holes 

tempo find blink polar 
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on words oo words ou words oy words 

lemon tool count boy 

wagon food shout toy 

apron loom found joy 

dragon wood sound enjoy 

cotton foot loud ahoy 

ribbon took pour cowboy 

button bloom about royal 

bacon groom dough joyful 

carton flood flour annoy 

honey doors group oyster 

qu words sh words sk words st words 

queen wish disk cast 

quiz wash tusk cost 

quack dash ask last 

quit hush task fast 

quite fresh mask just 

quiet fish desk blast 

quilt leash brisk first 

equal shoe whisk worst 

squeak rush skip dust 

squirrel shin skin frost 
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th words ue words wh words 

cloth due whirl 

tooth glue white 

math clue which 

with true why 

birth blue what 

earth fuel when 

breath issue where 

mouth argue whale 

bath cruel whine 

moth value whole 
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